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Frankie's New York Adventure 2015-02-05 frankie and his team love playing
football there s always time for a game and now that they have their magical
football they re playing against teams they never imagined during a pe game
with a difference frankie and his friends are transported to meet a giant
green woman the statue of liberty they also meet an american boy whose
ambition of baseball victory is about to be dashed can they race through new
york in time to help someone s sporting dream come true
Frankie and Johnny 2017-04-18 originating in a homicide in st louis in 1899
the ballad of frankie and johnny became one of america s most familiar songs
during the first half of the twentieth century it crossed lines of race class
and artistic genres taking form in such varied expressions as a folk song
performed by huddie ledbetter lead belly a ballet choreographed by ruth page
and bentley stone under new deal sponsorship a mural in the missouri state
capitol by thomas hart benton a play by john huston a motion picture she done
him wrong that made mae west a national celebrity and an anti lynching poem
by sterling brown in this innovative book stacy i morgan explores why african
american folklore and frankie and johnny in particular became prized source
material for artists of diverse political and aesthetic sensibilities he
looks at a confluence of factors including the harlem renaissance the great
depression and resurgent nationalism that led those creators to engage with
this ubiquitous song morgan s research uncovers the wide range of work that
artists called upon african american folklore to perform in the 1930s as it
alternately reinforced and challenged norms of race gender and appropriate
subjects for artistic expression he demonstrates that the folklorists and
creative artists of that generation forged a new national culture in which
african american folk songs featured centrally not only in folk and popular
culture but in the fine arts as well
Frankie Manning 2007 in the early days of swing dancing frankie manning stood
out for his moves and his innovative routines he created the air step in the
lindy hop a dance that took the u s and then the world by storm in this
fascinating autobiography choreographer and tony award winner black and blue
frankie manning recalls how his first years of dancing as a teenager at
harlem s savoy ballroom led to his becoming chief choreographer and a lead
dancer for whitey s lindy hoppers a group that appeared on broadway in
hollywood musicals and on stages around the globe manning brings the swing
era vividly back to life with his recollections of crowded ballrooms and of
lindy hoppers trying to outdo each other in spectacular performances his
memories of the many headliners and film stars as well as uncelebrated
dancers with whom he shared the stage create a unique portrait of an era in
which african american performers enjoyed the spotlight if not a star s
prerogatives and salary with collaborator cynthia millman manning traces the
evolution of swing dancing from its early days in harlem through the post
world war ii period until it was eclipsed by rock n roll and then disco when
swing made a comeback manning s 30 year hiatus ended he has been performing
choreographing and teaching ever since
Nominations of Mrs. Frankie Muse Freeman and Mr. Eugene C. Patterson 1964
frankie a tale of love passion and murder by michel tyree frankie is a
fictional coming of age story it is about a little girl with a dream of using
her god given gift of singing to pursue her dreams the story begins with her
daughter brandie narrating her truth as she prepares for her mother s funeral
and her emotions up to her mother s burial with family and her mother s best
friend by her side brandie weaves through frankie s struggles dreams love and
disappointments and most importantly frankie s need to find her prince
charming you will not want to put this book down as you anticipate each
character s storyline and how they will affect frankie on her life long
journey this is a story for all ages an exciting story with characters that
engage your imagination a story that has you yearning for more at the end
Frankie 2021-04-29 a joy to read a portrait of a place a way of life and a
marriage by a reporter who turns out to be the world s last extant romantic



joan didion in this tracy hepburn romance a sophisticated new york
intellectual is charmed by a down to earth newspaperman frankie s place is
the tale of a summer cottage and the story that unfolds under its roof jim
sterba is the down to earth newspaperman who charms the new york sophisticate
frances fitzgerald after several visits to her writer s retreat on the coast
in maine frankie s place is a secluded little house out of harm s way and the
clamor of the modern world icy plunges into the somes sound christen their
island mornings then there is a long period of dutiful writing followed in
the late afternoon by rigorous mountain walks forays for wild mushrooms and
sailing in the evenings jim and frankie prepare simple island meals as they
talk about everything from the stories or books they re working on to the
bigger issue of jim s reunion with his long lost father although they couldn
t have had more disparate childhoods jim grew up on a struggling michigan
farm while frankie lived in a manhattan town house and an english country
estate their shared summer rituals have them falling in love before our eyes
a highly entertaining tale of love family and place it took me places i hadn
t expected to go i loved it tom brokaw
Frankie's Place 2007-12-01 originally published great britain hachette
children s books uk 2015
Fairy Tale Frankie and the Tricky Witch 2016-08-30 i m about to lose my wife
and i don t want to lose my son too that depressing thought kept racing
through my mind all day long as my five year old boy frankie and i were
enjoying our first day ever at an amusement park in 1994 my marriage was shot
and beyond repair and i now faced many a parent s dread what effect would the
divorce have on my son and how will i maintain any semblance of a normal
rapport with him the answer miraculously was only hours away right before
exiting the immense park for the evening my rambunctious boy somehow lured me
onto the thrill arena s big roller coaster for a ride that solitary coaster
journey hooked us up for life to the joys of gallivanting upon these flying
machines and for the next fifteen summers that s basically all we did we
ultimately shared over 300 days together in amusement parks as we traveled 40
000 miles by car plane and sleeper car train to every thrill park in the
country that housed anything close to resembling a roller coaster the divorce
came soon enough and inflicted its normal dose of hardship and despair but it
proved to be no match for the wonderful memories that accompanied all of our
trips and the steadfast bond that grew between us merely in pursuit of our
beloved joyrides flying with frankie is our story flyingwithfrankie com
Flying With Frankie 2012-03-14 from a young age frankie had the heart of an
entertainer groomed by his family to be a showman he learned the basics of
show business and how to put up a great show while in his father s circus
after deciding to venture out on his own many years later he set his eyes on
traveling to different locations with his trusty guitar and equipment to
perform at various establishments which led him to make record deals with
studios and other musical stints until his name rose to fame it dawned upon
him that his craft comes with many successes and even more disappointments
then he met the love of his life and his journey changed forever but he never
settled now with someone by his side he and his beloved explored the world
and shared their love for music by performing together as a lovable duo
gaining friends and learning new experiences along the way that shaped their
lives and strengthened their bond
Frankie Ray and Maryellen 2024-02-28 this first in depth study of frank
sinatra s film career explores his iconic status in relation to his many
performances in postwar hollywood cinema when frankie went to hollywood
considers how sinatra s musical acts television appearances and public
commentary impacted his screen performances in pal joey the tender trap some
came running the man with the golden arm and other hits a lively discussion
of sexuality class race ethnicity and male vulnerability in postwar american
culture illuminates karen mcnally s investigation into sinatra s cinematic
roles and public persona this entertainment luminary she finds was central in



shaping debates surrounding definitions of american male identity in the
1940s and 50s
When Frankie Went to Hollywood 2015-04-20 from the master storyteller whose
books have touched the hearts of over 40 million readers mitch albom sees the
magical in the ordinary cecilia ahern at nine years old frankie presto is
sent to america in the bottom of a boat his only possession is an old guitar
and six precious strings but frankie s talent is unique and his amazing
journey weaves him through the musical landscape of the twentieth century
from classical to jazz to rock and roll with his stunning talent affecting
numerous stars along the way including hank williams elvis presley carole
king and even kiss frankie becomes a pop star himself he makes records he is
adored but his gift is also his burden as he realises through his music he
can affect the course of a listener s life at the height of his popularity
frankie presto vanishes his legend grows only decades later does he reappear
to change the fate of one last person what readers are saying about the magic
strings of frankie presto wow what an imagination i had no idea where it was
going but had to keep on reading an awesome writer inspiring and
unforgettable an amazing book your life will be enriched after you ve met
frankie presto every book that mitch albom writes strikes a chord in me in
some way a magical journey by a genius writer a brilliant brilliant piece of
art
The Magic Strings of Frankie Presto 2015-11-10 through the portals of time
trotsky takes you back to the year that changed the world 1968 the beatles
the haight ashbury lsd the vietnam war and protest to it as seen through the
eye s of a normal middle class kid growing up in central california his
journey begins in berkeley ground zero for the cultural revolution that would
happen the music the drugs the sexual revolution frankie said is an x rated
cultural anthropological study and wildly entertaining a run away from home
he invents a new identity and survives the eventful and tumultuous time with
experience having done it becomes a counselor of runaway s and young people
leaving home to get away from parents take drugs be free in his new home
cambridge massachusetts the east coast equivalent to berkeley returning the
day after his eighteenth birthday to california life in san francisco s north
beach is fertile ground for glittered beards and playing with gender roles in
a time when it had true shock value while working days as a cabinetmaker at
the exploratorium science museum at the palace of fine arts required reading
for hippies one particular flamenco dancer gay boys dead heads anti war
activists straight girls banjo players historians former drug addicts and
alcoholics who ve survived and anyone who wants a laugh with all the colorful
scenery there is a lesson learned on the journey and spoken quietly but
definitively what it all means
Frankie's Story: Accomplishment Personified 2023-09-08 the little frankie
stories are popular children s books written by herriette newell woods and
were first published in the 1860s the set contended six books in all they are
little frankie and his mother little frankie at his plays little frankie and
his cousin little frankie and his father little frankie on a journey and
little frankie at school the theme of the stories is about a little boy
frankie his family and school friends and by his interaction with them
frankie learns about right and wrong the books have a religious or moral
theme their style is considered very true to life and the characters have
been thought of as original and detailed through the series frankie learns
how to think about life in a biblical way and to stop and ask himself if this
is the ways of the christ these books are so inspiring that not only will
children of all ages enjoy reading them but parents will appreciate reading
them aloud to their whole family although the books were quite popular when
they were originally printed and have remained so they were never published
before together in one volume of all six books little frankie and his father
is the rarest even so much that at the present it cannot be found in the form
of ebook therefore this volume will be the first of its kind not only because



little frankie and his father is here in ebook form but also because all six
book are offered together in one volume many illustrations that were in the
original printing have been added to this volume the illustrations have been
touched up and colored the spelling of many of the outdated words and
punctuation has been modernized we have also added a linked table of contents
which will take you directly to the book or chapter of your choice
Frankie said 2015-02-09 three days before christmas in 1831 frankie silver
killed her husband charles silver with an axe and burned his body in the
fireplace author perry deane young whose ancestors were involved in the case
began collecting material about it as a teenager as a college student he was
astounded to learn that most of what he had been told was actually false
abused by her husband frankie killed in self defense the laws of that time
would not allow her to take the stand and explain what happened she was
unjustly hanged in july of 1833 young proves the real crime is the way this
poor woman has been misrepresented by balladeers and historians all these
years perry deane young provides important historical background to this
fascinating story young is able to build suspense even for a story many of
his readers may already knowby personalizing both frankie silvers story and
his own search for it young has given readers an interesting and well written
book about history and the way it is created lynn moss sanders in appalachian
journal most of my life ive heard stories about a pretty mountain lady who
was hanged for nothing more serious than murdering her husband here and i can
say at last after one and a half centuries is the true account thoroughly
researched and beautifully presented its a highroad journey into this
appalachian mystery john ehle author of the land breakers the road the
journey of august king
Little Frankie Stories 2012-05-04 the magic strings of frankie presto by
mitch albom summary analysis preview the magic strings of frankie presto by
mitch albom is a novel about the fictional musician frankie presto and his
amazing journey through music and life frankie s life story is told from the
perspective of music a fictional narrator this is fitting given that frankie
was one of the world s greatest guitarists the story however begins at its
end frankie has died during a music festival during a performance his body
levitates and then drops to the stage the novel opens at frankie s funeral
where music industry figures including nonfictional musicians such as lyle
lovett and ingrid michaelson have gathered to pay their respects and share
their thoughts about the deceased guitarist music the narrator uses the
opportunity of the funeral to reflect on frankie s life please note this is a
summary and analysis of the book and not the original book inside this
instaread summary analysis of the magic strings of frankie presto summary of
book introduction to the important people in the book analysis of the themes
and author s style
The Untold Story of Frankie Silver 2015-11-27 romantic comedy concerning a
waitress and short order cook from the same restaurant
The Magic Strings of Frankie Presto 1988 frankie sparks uses her inventing
skills to build the best sled ever in this third chapter book in the stem
inspired frankie sparks third grade inventor series frankie sparks can t wait
to enter the town wide sled design contest with the help of a team she must
design and build a sled using only cardboard and duct tape and there are
prizes each team in the contest will be judged on 1 best looking sled 2
fastest sled 3 most team spirit even though frankie might know a lot about
building a sled it turns out she still has a lot to learn about building a
team with lots of twists turns and big bumps along the way can frankie and
her fellow super sled designers create a dream machine and a dream team
Frankie and Johnny in the Clair de Lune 2019-11-19 this story starts and ends
in wildwood new jersey and revolves around a boy named frankie from childhood
frankie merlino hatched one moneymaking scheme after another schemes that
were not always legal some boys dream of being a rock star some a doctor
frankie had a different dream altogether as an adult while experiencing a



creative dry spell he stumbled upon an idea of epic proportions watching a
report on cnn frankie came up with a plan that he was certain would help him
fulfill his dream a plan designed to gain acceptance by and entry into the
south jersey mob aided by his best friend joey vitolo who is a minor
functionary in the aforementioned organization frankie meets with the boss mr
benecasa and sells him on the project i ll share with you my knowledge of
trade unions the mob s interplay in atlantic city and political life along
with its consequences here in new jersey along the way you will come to love
two wise guys sal and nino who were dispatched by mr b to convince a
brilliant physicist dr macdonald that it was in his best interest to work on
the project dr macdonald though gifted has his own demons he is a compulsive
gambler as well as a shameless philanderer i have often asked why god places
gifted minds in defective bodies a true paradox of life we ll visit paris
naples pakistan and rio i ll take you to other locations on the jersey shore
and just maybe i can change your perception of the garden state on a lighter
note how would you like to be able to smell the wonderful food at maria s the
restaurant where much of the planning takes place i ll help you visualize the
largest boardwalk in the western hemisphere we ll stroll down wide clean
beaches and quite possibly i can take you back to your childhood with
memories of amusement rides this tale has a dark side however with intrigue
corruption terrorists and well for the rest you ll just have to read this
book by the way if the terms towel head or camel jockey offend you i suggest
you move along to the romance section father kelly
Frankie Sparks and the Big Sled Challenge 2010-11-09 ivy and bean meets
aliens in my pocket in this start to a brand new chapter book series about
frankie sparks a third grader who uses her love for science and math to help
her solve problems she comes across in her daily life the best thing ever is
happening in frankie sparks s third grade class they are getting a class pet
their teacher miss cupid tells them they will vote on their pet but it has to
meet some parameters their pet must 1 fit in aquarium 2 cost less than 50 3
be easily portable 4 be able to be left alone for the weekend frankie thinks
that a rat just like the rats in her beloved aunt gina s lab would be the
perfect fit but her best friend maya doesn t think a rat would be great at
all they are kind of gross and not as cool as a hermit crab which is maya s
top choice using her special workshop can frankie find a way to convince her
teacher and her best friend that team rat is the way to go
Frankie And The Big Bang Theory 2019-06-18 frankie ferraro is no saint but he
is a romantic and somewhere out there he s hoping to find true love frankie
ferraro young discontent and irresistibly sexy wants more out of life than
what s offered by his middle class italian family he wants big money status
and his one true love is she miranda rich beautiful and wild this boston
blueblood shows frankie how the other half lives including the dark side and
her secrets may destroy his dreams annabel english elegant and broke a titled
aristocrat who burns red hot under her cool exterior but what really turns
her on frankie s sexuality or his cold cash martha sassy young and starry
eyed frankie s assistant helps his health club empire skyrocket to success
outside the office she is ready to offer something more intimate each of
these unforgettable women will teach frankie ferraro a lesson about desire
fidelity or betrayal but only one can show him what his heart needs to find
the enduring power of love
Frankie Sparks and the Class Pet 2015-12-08 the 4 seasons frankie valli rank
among the top american vocal acts of all time collectively they amassed seven
1 hits 18 top ten and an incredible 61 singles in the hot 100 they also
placed 32 lps on the top albums charts their hit making years spanned more
than a half century their hits include sherry big girls donÕt cry walk like a
man rag doll working my way back to you canÕt take my eyes off of you my eyes
adored you december 1963 oh what a night greaseÉ their stardom was no
overnight success as they struggled through lean years and recorded many
flops while searching for that elusive hit record the rag to riches story has



been told via an award winning broadway musical a clint eastwood produced
motion picture learn about the hits misses obscure album tracks and b sides
as they sang their way from delinquents to esteemed members of the r r hall
of fame the book examines the music they made famous and tells of all the
glorious years that passed between
Wives of Frankie Ferraro 2019-12-26 in the summer of 1987 in venice
california ten year old bug and her new friend frankie learn important
lessons about life family being your true self and how to navigate in a world
that is not always just or fair
The Music of the 4 Seasons Featuring Frankie Valli 1962 the story frankie a
traditional girl from a traditional town has been leading an untraditional
life for over twenty years she has been fred s girlfriend and though she
longs to be married fred has never asked until now why the change of hear
Federal Probation 2022-10-11 frankie and his team love playing football there
s always time for a game and now that they have their magical football they
re playing against teams they never imagined this time the magic football
takes them to australia what adventures will they find in the land down under
Frankie & Bug 1995 meet frankie muniz he s the star of malcolm in the middle
one of the hottest shows on tv today frankie s fifteen funny and now he s
famous here for every fan who can t get enough of frankie is everything you
need to know about him how he broke into show business what his hobbies are
where to find frankie fan clubs on the and whether his zodiac sign is
compatible with yours extra bonus take the all frankie quiz inside
Getting Frankie Married-- and Afterwards 2015-04-02 set in 1878 the story
takes place in a small town in mexico near the united states border it was
that time of the year when men from different places filled the town s
cantinas all of them wanting to prove their prowess with a gun at an annual
contest which a wealthy baron kept as a tradition it was during this time
when a dark haired olive skinned and blue eyed girl named frankie was most
excited unknown to her this year s contest would lead her to meet two men
that would change her life forever there s billy a young man who aspired to
win the contest and johnny his closest friend it didn t take long for frankie
to befriend these two handsome men and she soon saw them as an opportunity to
leave town pursue her dreams and search for her father however certain people
some even close to her would stand in her way can frankie surpass these
challenges or is she destined to live out the rest of her life in this small
unchanging town an unexpected and the thrilling continuation awaits in the
adventures of frankie callahan
Frankie's Kangaroo Caper 2001-02-21 the acclaimed journalist and author
delivers a raw and vivid slice of chicago in a novel that explores the
changing tide of race class and politics the new york times time for frankie
coolin is the story of a plasterer turned landlord in chicago who in the late
1970s buys abandoned buildings and makes them just habitable enough to charge
minimal rent from his mostly black tenants in this way frankie is able to
move his family to a house in the suburbs but frankie s well ordered life
comes apart when a casual favor for a cousin combined with a random act of
arson set in motion a cascade of crises suddenly frankie s up against
menacing g men and threats of prison if he doesn t talk but since talking has
never been one of frankie s strengths he copes as he always has by trying to
tough it out on his own time for frankie coolin is both a psychological
thriller and a 70s chicago period piece that shines a surprisingly
sympathetic light on the often overlooked people who lived worked and died at
the city s margins this edition includes a foreword by bill savage
Frankie Muniz Boy Genius 2000 from brooklyn s sizzling restaurant scene the
hottest cookbook of the season from urban singles to families with kids local
residents to the hollywood set everyone flocks to frankies spuntino a tin
ceilinged brick walled restaurant in brooklyn s carroll gardens for food that
is completely satisfying wrote frank bruni in the new york times the two
franks both veterans of gourmet kitchens created a menu filled with new



classics italian american comfort food re imagined with great ingredients and
greenmarket sides this witty cookbook with its gilded edges and embossed
cover may look old fashioned but the recipes are just we want to eat now the
entire frankies menu is adapted here for the home cook from small bites
including cremini mushroom and truffle oil crostini to such salads as
escarole with sliced onion walnuts to hearty main dishes including homemade
cavatelli with hot sausage browned butter with shortcuts and insider tricks
gleaned from years in gourmet kitchens easy tutorials on making fresh pasta
or tying braciola and an amusing discourse on brooklyn style sunday sauce
ragu the frankies spuntino kitchen companion kitchen manual will seduce both
experienced home cooks and a younger audience that is newer to the kitchen
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New York 2010-08
The Adventures of Frankie Callahan 2014-11-06
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